Legal

Long-Format Content

Case Study

Client: Colling Gilbert Wright & Carter

Market: Orlando, Florida
Practice Areas: Product Liability, Birth Injury, Motorcycle
Accidents
Website: http://www.thefloridafirm.com/

Background
The law firm of Colling Gilbert Wright & Carter is a longtime client of Page
1 Solutions. The firm’s website ranks well in search results, but Google and
best practices for online marketing consistently change.
Page 1 Solutions collaborated with Colling Gilbert Wright & Carter on a
redesign of the firm’s website. The mobile-first redesign launched in
November 2015.

Challenges
Although the redesigned website effectively serves users on desktop
computers and mobile devices, the menu navigation interrupted the
seamless experience. In order to keep our client competitive, the team at
Page 1 Solutions evaluated the practice area pages on the site.
We found many pages covering essentially the same information, as well as
a large number of pages targeting cases the firm no longer accepts. The
overabundance of redundant and irrelevant pages made the menus on the
site difficult to navigate. This presented users with too many options with
insufficient information or authority to keep them on the firm’s website.

Strategy
To address these concerns and improve results, Page 1 Solutions developed
a 20-month plan to consolidate the firm’s main practice area pages into
comprehensive long-format pages complete with:
• In-page anchor links
• Visual content pieces such as miniature infographics
• Easy-to-read text, featuring short sections
• Bullet points to encourage scanning

Goals
The goals of our long-term content rewrite strategy focusing on longformat pages include:
• Introducing intuitive organization and straightforward access to
information about the major cases Colling Gilbert Wright & Carter
wants to drive through its website
• Positioning the website in search engine results for actual
consumer queries related to these cases

• Driving traffic to the website
• Converting the visitors we drive to the website through search and
other marketing channels into leads for the law firm

Results
Looking Back 1 Month, 3 Months & 6 Months
Our team has identified a positive trend in Google search rankings for
pages we have converted into long-form content. It can take up to 3
months for Google to re-index and reflect changes in the rewrite.
However, in executing our plan for Colling Gilbert Wright & Carter, we
have seen re-indexing and improvement in search rankings as early as 30
days after rewrites.
The pages we have rewritten continue to improve over the period of 6
months.

1 Month After Posting Long-Form
Content: Search Rankings
One of the law firm’s preferred keywords is “Orlando defective product
attorney.” After converting the firm’s Product Liability landing page into a
2,000-word long-format page on Jan. 31, we saw the page ranking for this
keyword jump from the 8th or 9th position in Google search to 3rd within 30 days.

Vs.

This shows the impact a long-form page dedicated to one subject area can have
on a website’s search ranking. We will support the rewritten page with blog
posts and visual content, with the goal of bolstering its authority and improving
visibility in search rankings to drive leads for this type of case.

1 Month After Posting Long-Form
Content: Consumer Search
Ranking for a single high-level keyword only tells part of the story. The
Product Liability page appears in search results for 141 different queries such as:
 Variations of the term “product liability attorney”
 Defective product representation in multiple Florida locations
 Specific types of product defects

The rewrite broadens the firm’s
exposure in search results for
queries from actual consumers.
This increases prominence in
search and expands lead
generation opportunities.

1 Month After Posting Long-Form
Content: Analytics
After posting the Product Liability long-format page at the end of January,
Google Analytics showed an increase in pageviews of ~ 287% compared to the
preceding month.

3 Months After Posting Long-Form
Content: Search Rankings
Another example of the impact of a long-format page over a longer period of
time is the expanded Birth Injury page we posted on Oct. 31, 2016. For
preferred keywords related to birth injury litigation, the page saw a jump from
the 7th and 8th positions in search results to the 2nd and 3rd.

October 2016

Vs.

January 2017

3 Months After Posting Long-Form
Content: Search Rankings, Cont.
The rewritten Birth Injury page appeared in the top 3 search positions for more
queries as of January (5 vs. 14). Pages that rank in the top 3 positions achieve an
average click-through-rate of 36%, presenting a key opportunity for exposure.

October 2016 – 5 queries

Vs.

January 2017 – 14 queries

3 Months After Posting Long-Form
Content: Consumer Search
In addition, the page has achieved significant exposure for 44 consumer queries
outside of the firm’s keyword list. This trend demonstrates the impact of
authoritative content on a page’s ability to rank for the search terms users
actually enter when they seek legal information or try to find an attorney.

3 Months After Posting Long-Form
Content: Supporting Content
One of the birth injury cases Colling Gilbert Wright & Carter targets on its
website is Cerebral Palsy. We did not rewrite this page, but the search rankings
for terms related to CP saw a significant jump during the same October 2016January 2017 time period we evaluated for the Birth Injury page.
Thus, content tied to a long-form authority page can also benefit.

3 Months After Posting Long-Form
Content: Analytics
~ 688% increase
in pageviews
vs. 3 months
before the rewrite.

6 Months After Posting Long-Form
Content: Search Rankings
Some of the changes we saw with long-format content involved incremental, but
nonetheless important, movement (ex: 5th search result to 2nd). But other pages
moved from barely visible to the first or second set of results.

Within 6 months, the rewritten long-form Motorcycle Accident page went from
the 8th and 10th pages of search results to the 2nd for the firm’s preferred
keywords.

6 Months After Posting Long-Form
Content: Consumer Search
What’s more, the rewritten Motorcycle Accident page saw a staggering
1,635% increase in impressions for 61 different queries corresponding to
consumer search activity featuring variations of wording and location.

Once again, this demonstrates the value of prominent rankings for a broad base
of actual queries used by prospective clients.

What These Changes Mean for Our Client
The pages we have mentioned in this report are just 3 of the 10 we
have completed within the past year. Based on these results, we
believe this success is replicable because it corresponds to a trend we
have observed with long-form content created for other attorneys.
According to the latest Searchmetrics study on Google ranking
factors, Web pages with more than 1,000 words rank better on
average. Google places emphasis on authoritative content when it
determines the most relevant pages for a user’s query.
By creating these long-format pages, Google began to see the Colling
Gilbert Wright & Carter website as an authoritative source of legal
information. This correlates with the increases we have observed in
both Web traffic and rankings in search results for consumer queries.
The credibility earned with long-form content builds within the first
30 to 90 days and continues up to 6 months after launch. We
anticipate the prominence in rankings to continue in the future.

